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INFORMATIVE AND FACTUAL BLOG GIVEAWAY: Enter to win an Instant Pot Pressure Cooker! 

Doawudhupdf is a blog about cooking and food in general. Learn how to cook simple and healthy recipes with tips from experts
and other everyday bloggers. Everyday new recipes, everyday new tips; the only thing missing is you. Doawudhupdf is one of
the most visited blogs in Indonesia all because of the following points:

Doawudhupdf is an original content in general in Media Incubator Blog in general. Doawudhupdf has many visitors in
Indonesia, for example: On top of these visitors’ acquisition, Doawudhupdf also gets several publications every week. 

Doawudhupdf features helpful tips and tricks on cooking with simple ingredients yet efficient cooking methods so they are
accessible to everyone. Doawudhupdf is a combination of a personal food blog and a Food Incubator Blog. Doawudhupdf has
also been mentioned by several big blogs, newspapers and other media in Indonesia. Doawudhupdf's home page shows several
articles that are full or excerpt articles that can be searched by category, such as meat recipes, vegetable recipes, instant pot
recipes and so forth. However, there is no search function on the website to further facilitate visitors to find what they want to
browse for. When the visitor goes to the content page, they will see that there are several categories of recipes that can be
panned to each category. Each category shows all the recipes in that category. Each of the recipes on Doawudhupdf has a name,
description, instructions and several pictures of food photos. The article also has tags for each recipe so visitors can easily find
them when searching by tags, for example if you are looking for instant pot chicken recipes you can find it by typing “instant
pot chicken” in the search box. Overall, doawudhupdf is a blog about cooking and food which is useful if you want to learn how
to cook some new recipes. According to Alexa as of January 2018, doawudhupdf has an overall site rank of 1,856 in Indonesia
and 931 globally. This indicates that the site receives a high number of visitors compared to other sites in Indonesia and also
globally.  
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